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The 'Happy' hitmaker and spouse Helen
Lasichanh - who also have son Rocket,
eight, together - welcomed three babies

into the world earlier this month, a spokesperson
for the singer has confirmed to Vanity Fair. The
representative declined to reveal the gender or
names of the tots, but said the family are all
"healthy and happy". In September, Helen's grow-
ing baby bump was spotted at a Chanel's No 5
L'Eau fragrance party in Los Angeles, but there
was no indication at the time that the pair were
expecting triplets. Meanwhile, the 43-year-old

music producer previously opened up his family
life, revealing he loves spending time in the sea
in his hometown of Miami. 

Writing a piece to mark World Oceans Day, he
shared: "Of all the elements, the one I identify most
with is water. I grew up in Virginia Beach. I live in
Miami. I love boats and I adore being out in the
ocean - it 's the best feeling in the world.
Sometimes I feel like I live on water. Most of my
ideas come to me in the shower and the sea always
inspires my work. So you can see why water is a
huge inspiration to me. It's important for us to act

because the ocean is what we all live off - it's our
everything and we cannot afford to hurt it." And
Pharrell also previously opened up about why him
and Helen chose to name their son Rocket. He said:
"In the same way the Indians named their children
after a force or animal or element, we named him
after a man-made machine that was meant to go
up, meant to ascend."— Bang Showbiz

Pharrell Williams' wife 
has given birth to triplets

In this file photo, from left, Helen Lasichanh, her husband, Pharrell Williams, and French
actress Isabelle Huppert attend the Chanel's Fall-winter 2016-2017 ready to wear collec-
tion presented in Paris. — AP

Ascrawny millennial with gaunt features
and a studious frown, Joshua Wong
looks like he'd struggle to take on a

large steak, let alone the might of Communist
China. Yet the bespectacled activist is the
unlikely hero to a generation in Hong Kong,
where he led a movement inspiring hundreds
of thousands to join his cause for elections
free from Beijing's interference. At the age of
just 17, he spearheaded mass blockades that
brought parts of the Asian financial center to
a standstill in 2014, sparked by restrictions
from Beijing on how Hong Kong's next leader
will be chosen.

Hailed as one of the world's most influen-
tial figures by Time, Fortune and Foreign
Policy magazines, he is now the focus of an
award-winning Netflix documentary due for
release later this year. "We hope people
around the world recognize that social move-
ments can make things happen. They can
make things change," Wong, now 20, told AFP
by telephone from Hong Kong. "People may
be depressed or downhearted with the politi-
cal situation in their own country, but it's still
optimistic to see hope and seek change by
street activism." "Joshua: Teenager vs.
Superpower" tells the story of how Wong
became one of China's most notorious dissi-
dents after the mainland Communist Party
backtracked on its promise of autonomy to
Hong Kong.

'David and Goliath' 
Critics say the 79-minute documentary

could not have picked a better moment, with
political engagement piqued in the West as
protesters take to the streets to decry the
policies of new US leader Donald Trump. "You
have a lone teenager taking on China and it's
one of the things that attracted me to the sto-
ry. The odds don't get much bigger. Talk
about David and Goliath," Los Angeles-based
director Joe Piscatella said in an interview. At
the age of just 14, Wong campaigned suc-
cessfully for Hong Kong to drop a pro-China
"National Education" program, rallying a
crowd of 120,000 to his cause.

He was one of the 78 people arrested in
September 2014 during another giant pro-
democracy protest after China reneged on a
pledge made during the handover to give
Hong Kongers the right to choose their next
leader. Umbrellas were used to shield activists
from waves of police pepper spray, giving the

nascent "Umbrella Movement" its banal yet
iconic symbol of resistance. Galvanized by
Wong's passion, the Umbrella Movement
made headlines around the world, but was
ultimately unable to shake up Hong Kong
politics after weeks of protest.

Wong continues to campaign under the
banner of a new political party, Demosisto,
for a referendum to determine who will rule
Hong Kong after the "one party, two systems"
principle codified in Chinese agreements with
Britain expires in 30 years.  "I'm still hopeful
for the young generation here. In Hong Kong,
more young people may be legislators in the
future. I would say that this is just a starting
point," Wong said.

'That's my life' 
Born to middle class Christian parents

Grace and Roger Wong in 1996, Wong began
his life of activism at age 13 with a protest
against plans for a high-speed rail  l ink
between Hong Kong and the mainland. It was
here that Piscatella's producer, documentary
filmmaker Matthew Torne, first encountered
Wong and, seeing something extraordinary in
the youngster, started his camera rolling. "The
first time I met Joshua, I was in awe... He's
kind of a conundrum in that, when he walks
into a room, he's not somebody you notice
right away," Piscatella said.

"You give him a microphone and a bull-
horn and there's a change in him where sud-
denly he just becomes this other person
where he's passionate and has this ability to
connect with a large group of people."
"Joshua: Teenager vs. Superpower" was
picked up by Netflix and awarded the audi-
ence prize at this year's Sundance Film
Festival, where Wong attended screenings,
describing the support for the film as "unbe-
lievable."

Since the end of the Umbrella Movement,
Wong has been denied entry into Malaysia
and Thailand, attacked in the street and
abused by pro-China protesters in Taiwan. But
he takes it all in his stride. "That's my life," he
shrugs, describing the drawbacks of his high
profile, with a quiet insouciance, as "inconve-
nient" and vowing to fight on. "We didn't win
in the last battle," he said, "but I'm still opti-
mistic for winning in the final war." — AFP

Joshua, the Hong Kong teen

taking on the might of China

This file photo shows Hong Kong democracy campaigner Joshua Wong (center) speaking
during a press conference upon his arrival at the international airport in Hong Kong,
after being deported from junta-run Thailand. — AFP

Johnny Depp's lavish spending-including $3
million to blast author Hunter S Thompson's
ashes from a cannon led him to the brink of

financial ruin, according to an explosive lawsuit
filed Tuesday. Over the best part of two decades,
the 53-year-old actor has been spending $2 million
a month, according to The Management Group
(TMG), which is suing the star in Los Angeles for an
unpaid loan. The "Pirates of the Caribbean" actor is
alleged to have forked out $75 million on 14
homes, including a 45-acre (18-hectare) French cas-
tle, a chain of Bahaman islands, several Hollywood
homes, penthouse lofts in downtown LA and a
horse farm in Kentucky.

Since 2000, the Oscar-nominated actor has
spent $18 million on a yacht, bought 45 luxury cars
and shelled out almost $700,000 a month on wine,
private planes and a staff of 40 people, according
to the lawsuit. Beverly Hills-based TMG says Depp
has accrued more than 200 artworks by Warhol,
Klimt and other masters, 70 collectible guitars and
a Hollywood memorabilia collection so extensive it
is stored in 12 locations.

Depp filed his own $25 million suit on January
13 accusing TMG of mismanaging his finances, tak-
ing out loans without his approval, and concealing
his ruinous finances. "Over 17 years, The
Management Group did everything possible to
protect the actor from himself," TMG attorney
Michael Kump said in a statement. "In fact, when

Depp's bank demanded repayment of a multimil-
lion-dollar loan and Depp didn't have the money,
the company loaned it to him so that he would
avoid a humiliating financial crisis."

TMG says it repeatedly warned Depp over his
"wanton" overspending, but he responded by
rebuking his business managers, increasing his
spending and demanding they find some way to
pay for it.  The firm, fired by Depp last year, says it is
owed $4.2 million and was forced to launch fore-

closure proceedings on Depp's property.  "The only
reason Depp filed this lawsuit was to interfere with
TMG's ongoing efforts to be repaid on the loan
they had made to bail him out," TMG said. Depp
and actress Amber Heard, 30, reached an out-of-
court settlement in August to end their 18-month
marriage, agreeing that he would pay her $7 mil-
lion. — AFP

Somewhat deep into the searing and utterly
necessary documentary "I  Am Not Your
Negro," director Raoul Peck overlays audio

from a 1960 US Government film "The Land We
Love," in which the narrator extols the virtues of
America and the freedoms afforded all citizens,
with images from the 1965 Watts Riots. While the
juxtaposition might not be a revolutionary tech-
nique to convey incongruities, in this film it cap-
tures the sum of the essential American hypocrisy:
Black people suffer while the white people play.

Peck's restraint to build to and save that gut
punch for a moment when he's certain the audi-
ence can comprehend not just the images but the
ideas behind it, is a testament to the studied excel-
lence of the film. It is not only a must see, but one
that should be studied and absorbed over many
viewings. "I Am Not Your Negro" is inspired and
informed by "Remember This House," an unfinished
manuscript by James Baldwin in which he aspired
to tell the story of America through the death of
three friends - Medgar Evers, Malcolm X and Martin
Luther King Jr. Baldwin had written only 30 pages
before his own death in 1987.

Peck uses Baldwin's words (read by Samuel L

Jackson) from "Remember This House" and archival
footage of various speeches and interviews to cre-
ate an urgent narrative of race in America that
encompasses past and present. Baldwin was writ-
ing and speaking about his time, his friends and
their moment, but his ideas and truths transcend
the specificity of the 1960s. It makes sense when
Peck fast-forwards to images of Tamir Rice, Trayvon
Martin and Amir Brooks, or headlines about mass
shootings.

Undeniable indictment
"History is not the past, it's the present," Jackson

says for Baldwin. "We are our history." Using
Baldwin's words and ideas as a guide, Peck seam-
lessly connects segregation, civil rights and Black
Lives Matter while also offering a radical and unde-
niable indictment of the way in which media can
poison a populace, whether through the distrac-
tions of mindless reality television or the not-so-
subtle othering of black people in films that made
Baldwin feel "outside the system of reality." "I Am
Not Your Negro" being a film makes Baldwin's criti-
cisms of the medium even more powerful. 

We get to see the terrified black janitor being

told by police that, justly or not, he will likely be
accused of raping and murdering a local girl in
"They Won't Forget," or a light-skinned girl
(Dorothy Black) getting "exposed" as black to her
white classmates when her mother (Louise
Beavers) comes to pick her up from school in John
M. Stahl's "Imitation of Life." But perhaps some of
the most powerful moments come just from
watching Baldwin himself - so eloquent and per-
ceptive and so misunderstood by those around
him - whether speaking to Dick Cavett on national
television or standing in the front of a banquet hall.
His eyes get wide and large with urgency as he
explains his ideas. His forehead crinkles when
someone else tries to tell him he's got his own
experience wrong.

Baldwin's words, Jackson's reading and Peck's
elegant and scorching composition will resonate
for years to come. "I  Am Not Your Negro," a
Magnolia Pictures release, is rated PG-13 by the
Motion Picture Association of America for "disturb-
ing violent images, thematic material, language
and brief nudity." Running time: 95 minutes. Four
stars out of four. — AP

Johnny Depp almost ruined
by lavish spending: Lawsuit

The University of Michigan collects video games. Lots of
them. The Ann Arbor university's Computer and Video
Game Archive features over 7,000 titles - everything

from time-honored favorites such as "Pac-Man" and "Frogger"
to newer fare, including "Call of Duty" and "Halo"- on dozens
of gaming systems. Now in its 10th year, the CVGA collects
video games in the same way that other archives pursue
books, journals or historical artifacts.

"It's important to have an archive like this, because games
are part of our culture," said Dave Carter, who got it up and
running in 2008. Carter, who serves as a reference services
librarian and the CVGA's archivist, previously was a lecturer at
Michigan's School of Information and is trained as an electri-
cal engineer, specializing in optics and radio waves. He's also a
lifelong video game fan, having made frequent use of an Atari
2600 as a kid.

"If you'd told 12-year-old me that this would be part of my
job growing up, I'd think that was pretty cool," he said with a
smile. The archive is open to anyone - students and members
of the public alike. Carter said he can't speak about what other
video game archives around the US are doing, but that "we
were certainly one of the first that opened our doors to allow
people to come in and use the game on their own." People
like Jeremy Bolen.

History of computer
The restaurant employee from Ann Arbor stops by three or

four times a week, sometimes before heading to work. During
a recent visit, Bolen fired up "League of Legends," an online
fantasy game, on one of the archive's PCs. "It's kind of awe-
some that the video game archive here just has pretty much
anything you can think of," Bolen said. "Any game you'd really
want to play, you can play."

Initially situated on the second floor of the Duderstadt
Center, which houses U-M's art, architecture and engineering
library, the archive moved in 2011 to a bigger space in the
basement. Approach the archive's desk, hand the attendant
an ID - student or otherwise - and the whole history of com-
puter gaming becomes available. Visitors can play on every-
thing from an Atari or a Commodore 64 to a Playstation 4 or
an Xbox 360. Gamers are asked to keep it down while they
play in the CVGA's main area Monday through Thursday, but
managers don't enforce low sound levels as strictly on Friday. 

Hereditary warrior
That's the day visitors can play one of the archive's most

popular games, "Super Smash Bros." The archive is funded by
the University of Michigan Library System and has a budget to
buy games as they're released. It also accepts donations,

which account for about half of its holdings. While it would be
nice to fill the archive's shelves with every video game ever
made, budgetary considerations and the rapid-fire release of
new titles make that an unrealistic collection strategy. "We
can't have everything in here," Carter said. "But I want to have
a good, broad representation of the different types of games
that are out there." It's not all fun and games, however.
Instructors hold class sessions there, and several student
researchers have used the Forza racing game series to study
texting while driving. An instructor in the history department
teaching a class on Samurai brought students to the archive
to explore ways the members of the hereditary warrior class in
feudal Japan are depicted in games. "Like all things of popular
culture, eventually people want to study it seriously. And you
never think of collecting that stuff when it was first coming
out," Carter said. — AP

Review: 'I Am Not Your Negro' is radical and of the moment

This image released by Magnolia Pictures shows people gathering at the
Lincoln Memorial for the March on Washington, featured in the film, "I Am
Not Your Negro."

This image released by Magnolia Pictures shows James Baldwin, center, in
"I Am Not Your Negro." — AP photos

Video game cache serves as an archive, at play 

This file photo shows Johnny Depp,
guitarist of US band Hollywood

Vampires, performing at the Rock in
Rio Lisboa music festival at Bela

Vista Park in Lisbon. — AFP

Video games are shelved at the
Computer and Video Game

Archive at the Duderstadt Center
at the University of Michigan in

Ann Arbor, Mich. 


